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Many knowledge management (KM) systems have proven unsustainable to date, exhibiting 
low quantities and quality of knowledge, with systems falling into disuse. In this paper, we 
provide and explore a model for sustainable KM systems, focusing on the advantages to be 
gained from integrating knowledge work with everyday work practices, and enabling sense-
m(lking through personalisation and contextualisation. We employ a discourse analysis of 
email as an exemplar of a sustainable KM system, thereby identifYing a number of key 
characteristics for sustainable KM systems. Our model for sustainable KM systems adds to 
existing KM theory and, more immediately, assists companies by providing an understanding 
of the kinds of characteristics likely to make KM systems more e.ffective, and sustairzable in 
the long term. 
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1. Introduction and Background 
Organisational knowledge management (KM) - the support of the creation, transfer and application 
of organisational knowledge (Alavi and Leidner 2001) - offers considerable promise to businesses 
of all sizes. Once defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) as justified true belief, knowledge is 
modernly viewed as an holistic system of information, processes, practices, norms, values and 
beliefs (Davenport & Prusak 1997). 
While the goal of KM has been the improvement of organisational efficiencies, effectiveness and 
competitiveness through knowledge, only moderate successes have been experienced to dftte, with 
recent reports suggesting the full benefits have yet to be realised (KPMG 1999, Schultze & Leidner 
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2002). Not surprisingly, significant concerns are founded in the social, organisational, business and 
human issues, rather than the technology. The sparse population of many knowledge repositories is 
popularly attributed to employees hoarding knowledge, or lacking the time or attention to contribute 
- with a common solution being the rewarding of contributions (Davenport & Beck 2001, Hahn & 
Subramani 2000, KPMG 1999). A second, well-remarked concern is the low value of much of the 
knowledge found in knowledge repositories, commonly attributed to difficulties in capturing, 
articulating and converting employees' strategic tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, for storage 
and reuse (KPMG 1999, Romaldi 2002). 
These and other important KM concerns have recently been linked to the separation of KM 
systems from everyday organisational work practices and business processes. Davenport and 
other experts now advocate the integration of KM with nonnal work practices in which knowledge 
development, organisation, planning, sharing and application naturally occur - thereby minimising 1he 
separate attention a worker must give to knowledge work, as well as reducing the need to 
separately motivate employees for knowledge work (Markus, Majchrzak & Gasser 2002, KPMG 
1999, Lelic 2002). 
A second emergent theme derives from calls for personalised, contextualised, interpreted 
approaches to KM(Alavi & Leidner 1999, Tsui 2002). Because existing knowledge repositories 
typically omit context and personal intent, they may lack meaning, and genuine value. To remedy 
this, Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (200 J) suggest the human and social story behind knowledge 
must be understood, before knowledge can be accurately represented. This interpretive perspective 
of knowledge has similarly been mooted for knowledge transfer, application and reuse. Malhotra 
(2002), for example, perceives knowledge in uncertain, rapidly changing environments as "a 
dynamic process of ongoing reinterpretation of data, infonnation and assumptions while prQactively 
sensing how decision-making process should adjust to future possibilities", while Galliers and 
Newell (2000) caution that only personally contestable knowledge can lead to the creativity and 
innovation greatly desired as strategic benefits from KM. 
We propose a third strand, linking and extending these two themes - sustainable KM - that is, 
KM which persists independently of direct management or other attempts to control it. The benefits 
of sustainable KM include reduced dependencies on knowledge champions and employ~ reward 
systems, and reduced monitoring and redevelopment (Snowden 1999). Objectives for su~tainable 
KM incorporate Snowden's (2002) notion of: 
"a sense-making model that utilises self-organising capabilities of the informal 
communities and identifies a natural flow model of knowledge creation, disruption and 
utilization. " 
To date, there has been only limited research into sustainable KM systems. We observed the 
persistence of the ubiquitous organisational communication and collaboration tool email, as well as 
its popularity in its adapted role as a KM tool, suggesting email as an obvious example of a 
sustainable KM system (Ducheneaut and Bellotti 2002). We recognised that email seamlessly 
integrates work practice with knowledge work, and that its content, management and operation are 
highly personalised and contextualised. This led us to conjecture that the integration, personalisation 
and contextualisation of KM systems might well constitute some of the foundational elements for 
sustainable KM systems. Although there were many frameworks already in existence for KM (for 
example, Nonaka 1994, Alavi & Leidner 2001), we felt that a study of the connections between 
integration, interpretation and sustainability in KM could yield new and potentially useful res\llts. 
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In this paper, we develop underlying theory for sustainable KM, founded on the integration of KM 
with daily organisational work practices, and the personalisation and contextualisation of KM. Our 
study provides a deeper understanding of how and why such integration, personalisation and 
contextualisation facilitate the development and application of knowledge within the complexities of 
a large organisational environment. Importantly, this research develops and explores a model of 
characteristics - a number of which have not as yet been investigated by researchers - which 
enhance the sustainability of KM systems. This model is potentially of use to organisations 
considering developing sustainability in existing and future KM systems. 
Following, we overview our research design, then justifY our choice of email as a case ap-\,ropriate 
for exploring the topic. A preliminary model for sustainable KM is then provided and ~xplored 
through an analysis of the facilities and uses of email. Finally, we discuss our findings, draw 
conclusions and suggest future research directions. 
2. Research Methodology 
We conducted an exploratory case study of the popular email client Eudora, as an exemplar of 
sustainable KM. We collected and analysed jive hundred consecutive email messages, as well as 
jifty email conversation fragments, taken from the email archive of an academic at a large Australian 
university. Our method of analysis was discourse analysis. According to Fairclough (1992), a 
fragment of discourse can be viewed as "simultaneously a piece of text, an instance of discursive 
PIFlctice, and an instance of social practice" (p.3). The textual dimension can be analysed via 
content analysis, thereby identifYing recurring patterns and themes; the discursive practice dimension 
can be explored by examining how texts are produced and understood; the social practices 
dimension examines how social issues, such as the organisational circumstances of the conversation, 
affect the discursive practice. A fourth dimension is suggested by Klein and Truex (1995), who 
advise accounting for the wider context of a particular discourse. We analysed our data qualitatively 
according to all four dimensions, in order to identifY patterns, themes and trends. 
For data, we selected an email archive owned by one of the paper's authors, in order to improve 
oqr understanding of context and establish a meaningful frame of reference (Fairclough 1992, Klein 
& Myers 1999). In this way, our study was able to benefit from participatory observation -
enhancing our ability to interpret the conversations, although introducing an element of bias. We 
have employed one only of the fifty conversational fragments (Appendix A) for the p~rpose of 
illustrating our research in this paper, however we invite interested readers to contact us in order to 
obtain the complete set. In the next section, we justifY our choice of email as an exemplar for our 
study. 
3. Knowledge Management in Email 
Email is regarded as the most ubiquitous organisational and inter-organisational communication and 
collaboration tool in use today (Jackson, Dawson and Wilson 2001). Despite its history of flaws, 
misuses and abuses - including spam, flame, viruses and information overload - email continues to 
flourish as an essential communication and collaboration channel in many organisations, and fulflls a 
key role in a company's KM tool kit, having been identified as the second most common 
organisational KM tool after intranets, in 1997 0Javi & Leidner 1999, Ducheneaut & Bellotti 
2001). 
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Organisational usage of email has been far greater than predicted by media richness theories 
(Adams, Todd & Nelson 1992, Ducheneaut & Bellotti 2002), a success often attributed to email's 
great versatility in performing organisational tasks Pucheneaut & Bellotti 200 1) - although we 
suggest it is also due, in no small measure, to email's use for initiating, ctystallising, sharing, 
organising and actioning knowledge. Indeed, it has been reported that three quarters of a company's 
best insights are contained in its email messages (CIO.com 2001). Evidence of the KM capability of 
email is growing, with Ducheneaut and Bellotti (2002) observing the phenomenon of selected, 
protracted email conversations transforming themselves into new knowledge artifacts such as 
organisational policies, and suggesting, 
"Email, far from being a poor, technically-limited substitute for face-to:face 
communication, has some unique and compelling properties that make it ideally suited 
for talking about things. " 
Finally, we note the failure of other, newer KM tools to achieve such ubiquity and large scale, 
diffuse user bases, and argue that email is a salient example of a sustainable KM system - well-
integrated with organisational tasks, and personalised and contextualised (although we are by no 
means claiming it is the ideal KM tool for these purposes). We have therefore selected email as an 
exemplar for the purpose of exploring our paper's topic. 
4. Model for a Sustainable Knowledge Management 
System 
In this section, we describe and explore a model for a sustainable KM system (Figure 1), which 
suggests that a KM system must ftrst win an employee's attention from amongst competing sources. 
The employee naturally engages with the system during normal work practices - that is, the system, 
tool and technology are integrated with existing work practices. The system is personalised in order 
to attract employee attention, as well as providing essential motivation, understanding, desired 
autonomy, and personal information management capability. Ready access to relevant context 
further facilitates individual sense-making of knowledge. The employee participates in a knowledge 
development lifecycle within which knowledge is initiated, crystallised, shared, and applied ~ leading 
to useful outcomes, such as decisions, ideas, plans and innovations. 
Below, we discuss the model's components, and explore how email provides them. 
4.1 Attention - the crucial first step to sustainable KM 
Dllvenport and Beck (2001) identilled attention as the scarcest resource in the age of information 
overload, while Markus, Majchrzak and Gasser (2002) recognised the importance of "~stomer 
engagement" in their design theory for emergent knowledge processes, citing how in one KM 
application, textual representations of knowledge such as lessons learned and best practice were 
ignored, with engagement obtained via more entertaining representations, based on computer 
games. This suggests that the flISt imperative of a sustainable KM system is to attract employee 
attention through possession of signiftcant, attention-attracting characteristics. Davenport and Beck 
reported a study identifYing the four most important characteristics for a message to c~mmand 
scarce attention, as: personalised; emotionally evocative; trustworthy; and easy-ta-digest. 
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Below, we examine how email provides these types of attention, possibly accounting to an extent for 
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Figure 1. Sustainable Knowledge Management 
Personalised 
People have become increasingly narcissistic, responding quickly to personal attention, noted 
Davenport and Beck. Email provides highly personalised attention, with its self-managed content, 
high levels of autonomy, and significant proportion of exclusive content. We address personalisation 
later in the paper as a separate component of the model. 
Emotionally evocative 
Much of email evokes strong, positive or negative emotions in the recipient. The prevalence of 
"flaming" in email messages, in response to often quite minor provocation, indicates both what an 
evocative medium email can be, and what an accessible path it provides to the recipient. 
Interestingly, Davenport and Beck found "slightly aversive" information to be highly attr;lctive to 
recipients. As much of organisational email implicitly attributes accountability to the receiver 
(according to organisational norms), email effectively solicits slightly aversive attention - that is, 
attention given because receiver inattention, lack of response, unawareness, or an inappropriate, 
untimely, inaccurate or tardy response, "may" lead to negative consequences for the receiver. 
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Notification of opportunities and invitations to pleasant events, both popular uses of email, are 
examples of how organisational email provides Davenport and Beck's "attractive ~ttention" 
(enjoyment is experienced as reward for paying attention). 
Trustworthy 
With email, there is opportunity for the email recipient to "consider the source" of the kr\owledge 
therein, through sender identification and other indicators. This enables the recipient to personally 
evaluate the reliability, credibility, completeness, comprehensiveness, accuracy and overall value of 
the knowledge, using her subjective judgement of the source. 
Easy-to-digest 
The nature of email is brevity and simplicity, makingit easy fora reader to digest. This promotes a 
high level of comprehension and, according to Davenport and Beck, attracts attention. 
Correspondingly, Hansen and Haas (2001) found that a steady flow of small amounts of knowledge 
possesses high attention attraction qualities. Other strong attention attraction features of email, 
according to Davenport and Beck's attention attraction criteria, are found in its tendency tp fonn a 
captive environment or habitat for the employee, its social nature, the use of push technology, and 
the provision of immediate benefit. 
4.2 Integration of KM with everyday work practices 
.. Email has ... become a powerfol way to organize one's work and rapidly acc~s work 
(Ducheneaut & Bellotti 2002, p.2) 
Email naturally integrates KM with nonnal work practices and business processes, as we summarise 
below (compiled from Bellotti, Ducheneaut, Howard, Neuwirth & Smith 2002, Ducheneaut & 
Bellotti 2001; 2002, Gwizdka 2002). We also observed almost all the following facilities in email 
studied. 
Email is utilised for activity recording, organising, meeting scheduling, file transfer, referencing of 
digital work objects, assigning responsibilities and decision-making - with time and task 
management, evolving functions. Quoting previous, related messages is a popular feature, the quoted 
messages being appended to the end of a new post in order to facilitate understanding through the 
disclosed history of a conversation. Email record-keeping as evidence for accountability and legal 
reasons is becoming increasingly important. Knowledge development occurs withip · some 
conversations, as we discuss later in this paper. Finally, email provides a complete personal 
knowledge archive, including personal knowledge trails. The email fragment shown in Appendix A is 
an example of a knowledge trail. 
4.3 Personalisation - or "what's in it for me?" 
T&ui (2002) and others have suggested the need for personal, rather than enterprise, KM t<;>ols. We 
have already discussed the role of personalisation in attracting employee attention, and fopus here 
upon its other advantages. 
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An email recipient can readily identifY whether the message has been sent to her alon~, or to a 
group. A message sent to only one person is likely to be expressed in personal, contextualised 
language which the recipient can readily understand, or clarifY via an exchange of emails.This type 
of personalisation is well-demonstrated by the sample conversation in Appendix A. In addition, 
email is almost entirely owner-managed - including its retention, reading, despatch, ftltering, 
organisation, confidentiality, integrity, privacy and disclosure (via fOlWarding, printing, dissemination 
and quvfillg). This high degree of knowledge work autonomy is particularly attractive to employees, 
placing control of knowledge overload, and personal KM in general, in the hands oftht: t:mployee. 
4.4 Context 
Collison and Parcell (200 I) discuss the need for knowledge workers to "know what, who, where, 
when and why", about knowledge - in other words, to have access to the knowledge context, for 
sense-making purposes. Such context is well provided for by email, through t~e process of 
discourse, reference to work objects (for example, digital documents), and the historicity of 
appended, quoted emails in an email conversation. Conversation participants can provide important 
context about the organisation or group culture, nonns and beliefs, bush~es5 strategy and objectives, 
political and power structures, authori~j, relevance, pressures and sense of urgency, These types of 
clements are typically mlavailab1c within knowledge stored in existing organisational K,\.1 systems 
(Wickramasinghe 2002). Participants can easily request any missing context by return email. 
1~ t"'1e exan1ple in . .tAl,ppendix . .lA;J., participants CC!11mu.-u.cated contextual aspects such as the nonns and 
constraints of the university's teaching methods, ihe willingness of participants to seek a solution, 
and the pressing need for that solution. 
Wickramasinghe (2002) identified the absence of "knowledge creation thI'Ough sense-making" in 
tl"-..ree large COHSulthlg fL.flnS' K.l\1 systew..s. Email enables such creation, according to Ducheneaut 
(lnd Bellotti (2002, p.2), \-vho vvrote: 
.. email users draw on the persistence of the medium to make sense of the objects being 
talked about, and sometimes even transform the conversation itself into an objfct of 
conversation" 
- such as organisational policy. We also observed tl->is pattem in the email fi'agmellts studied (refer 
example in Appendi'( A, wpich shows the development of a new teaching method for a particular 
subject). 
There are many knowledge lifecyc1es already in existence, an early example being NOiiaka' s (1994) 
$ernb~l SECl model 41nd, more recently, Birkinshaw al1d Sheehan's (2002) model of four stages: 
creation, 1110bilisatioll, diffusion a!!d eornmcditis3tiOll. It is not our h-.,.tentioll to define yet another 
model, but :ather ! {) suggest that email natw-ally facilitates such a lifecycle, by describiJlg how 
knowledge development takes place in email. 
C0p~ (2C{\{1) r.righli~hts th~ i,'11port~mc~ of the individual i..11 i..TIitiating knowledge development. The 
cma11 fragments studied ineluded the follo'.'~r1ng categories of kn(nvltdgf. ii11tiation, in ter alia. : 
ch~Ilt'!1gt', irl...structio!1, link to stOfl".rl K:n0wledge reference, plap,-> ac.c.usatio!1, qJ]~~tion, responsibility 
assign.ment, assertion, statement of intent, and statement of emotion. Our description of the 
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knm'/ledge development lifccycle follows, featuring four tmderlyi_flg knowledge processes: initiation, 
cry,'stallisation, sharing and application. The lifeGycle is illustrate.d by the e!11ail fi.-a¥Ele!!! !l:. 
AppendLxA. 
Initiation 
Elnail knowledge micro-communities [ann around an L.~Jtial knovvledge seed, spu\vned by an 
individl1Hl or organisational need. ~AJ.!l initial message is posted as the knowledge seed email - for 
"f " £".,' " •• .... ..... . .... -t .,"' .......... 
example, assemng a TaCt, aSKlllg a queStlOtl, assigniilg a rCSpOr1810illly, or snarmg h!l0'!..~!leug~. l!l1S ~s 
H!.o; f~~~ ~!~~il ~~ ? k!l0~~.Tledg~ trail CQ!'"lS!stil1g of suceessive~ r.elated .e!!l~ils ('!lith!!! ·O.!lt !)!' !~~(!!-!j 
!""elated threads, ali Ste!!L1J1h~g from the firs! kno\:vledge seed em~i1). 
The inltial email anditsrecipientsfon}} the frrst circle knoyvledge nuc:nJ=t:.{)!1l!11UIlity, a circle vlhich 
later expands or sh.";.i.i~..Y.s m:cording to t~e necrJ-;d the micro-community, Each successive micro-
cOTIlIl1unitj vvith vvhom the next en1ail 1.1-J. that thre~r1 is shared, is either inforrnt:d \yith the C-0IIlplet~ 
1rnr;i·u.rlpriiTP trt.ll1 h ... , ;,:,.i-rlllP 
..L ...... ..L"-/ « ....... · ...... 0 - O'L'-'+"-"- ...... j ~.L..L ........... of having been in the circle from tlJ.e beginning, or receives only th0se 
segwcnts passed on to it ... ... . '" ........ .. ,,... ..... ..... . 1 1 .. 1 Dy earner CIrCles. tiOVleVer, along tile Kl1G\Vleuge trall, tile KilO\,v it:ugt! 
posscssion of all the lulov.rledge represented b~y that trail. ThereD)re, knovlledge sharing has 
ph!L~t: Juring d!Hl a~ ,-t Uyp.E..iJUl:i ui ihe developIIlvni: of the knov~r1edg~ i-tse1f, 
Application 
Tile application of any knowledge developed or shared in the 11fccyclc is discussed bclG\~/. 
oute-OlTICS include a plan for a nevI teaching illethod, for one or tn::- ~~~DjCCiS di~C:~3~::d. 
~ w • 
~CriClllSi6llS 
~T: th1S parer;, \ve explored key elements for a 
.o.,:~~~~l t"'-1~.o.~+ 1:'·nA .'"';.,:~,'1. 
-.,... . • ' u r ... . ~ .. ..... . ' ''- " 2 -''I-~ .... ~ ... . - •. • 
!;,r f\ /f 
.i.. ........... .i. systerrr, uitne 
